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Pre-Meeting Minutes 
The Human Relations Commission pre meeting study session was opened by  the Chair, Andrea Benard at 6:03 pm.  
 I. Roll Call 
   Commissioners Present:  
[X] Mayor Angela Sword-Heath    [X] Commissioner De Angelo Boone  
[X] Commissioner Andre’a Benard     [X] Commissioner Pat Harvat 
[X] Commissioner Joaquin Ramos     [X] Commissioner Robert Behnke 
[X] Commissioner Lindsay Patton  
 

Commissioners’ absence excused:  All Present 
Minutes for August meeting:  there was one correction, and we will make that correction during the Regular 
meeting  at 7:00 o'clock. That was the title that said agenda not minutes.  
Treasury report – will be addressed at the regular meeting.  
Chairman Benard stated that we will be discussing the Open Meetings Act during this session. The meeting was 
then turned over to the Vice chair Joaquim Ramos to move the Pre-meeting further. 
 

Old Business: 
Commissioner Ramos: The open meetings act 267 of 1976 discussion of it we were all sent this in e-mail and where 
I expect to at least review it a little bit so that we could discuss it now and review it a little bit further. I Disagree I 
have received no emails regarding it  that I have received no communications about any meeting until I found it 
online last night and I have received nothing regarding the open meeting act.  
 

Commissioner Ramos: Thank you for that notice and we will make sure to correct that I will make note and I am 
sure at least one more of us will make note to correct that immediately.  
Commissioner Behnke 
 

Commissioner Benard ask for commissioner Behnke’s correct email address. He stated it is on my application.  
 

Commissioner Benard stated that was the emailed address she used. Can you give it to us again. That I did forward 
it to you.  
 

Mayor Heath suggested that we get the email address later.  
 

Commissioner Ramos ask since we have one member who did not have a chance to review the open meetings act 
do we want to do it at another time or do we have paper copies that we can hand out, or table it until the next 
time to give him time to look at it.  
 

Commissioner Benard stated that we do need to go over the items we were discussing in June and July and 
whether we can say or not say, how we can operate during the open meeting.  
 

Commissioner Behnke said - I would move forward the discussion I am more than confident in my background and 
skills and knowledge on the topic. 
 

Discussion on the open meetings Act:  Please see packet sent in email or a copy  has been given. A meeting 
whether it is on zoom or whether it is electronical or any other way we must notify the city and let them put it 
online, our Facebook page or the city page. This is to let people know when we will be having a meeting a separate 
meeting, or a closed session. Closed sessions are not allowed for the things that the HRC does unless it is a private 
conversation about someone being expelled or removed from their position. Also, while you can have discussions 
about expelling someone from a position in private you must hold the vote in public. A closed session like this is at 
the request of the individual being expelled not by the Commission. Another closed Session to keep this in mind 
would be  a time when we received privileged information from the city attorney.  
 

Further discussion:  When a commissioner is unable to attend the meetings and they are on zoom they are not 
supposed to say anything as a member, and they cannot vote. They can speak during public comments. When  
making comments the rules allow only one way communication to the Commission then the Commissioner that is 
online would not be able to inquiry of any question or asked questions from the remote commissioner.  
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Commissioner Benard - Are there any other concerns or questions about the Open meetings Act at this point? 
None stated. 
 

Commissioner Ramos – Moving on to the city Ethics Training by Mayor Sword Heath.  I will turn it over to our 
mayor.  
 

Mayor Heath - I gave everyone a copy at the last meeting which I do apologize to Commissioner Behnke because 
you were not here at that point. Just to go over the packet, somethings that the city is trying to do annually with 
the commissions. I am going over our responsibilities and what it means to serve on a City Commission, which is 
something that every Commission has had discussions. We are trying to make it an annual discussion now because  
a lot of the commissions have different members coming and going. I am going to quickly go over it as a 
representative of the city of Adrian. Please review the complete City Ethics packet give to you at the last meeting. 
(A paper copy was given to our newest member.)  
Note: Examples were given to explain how to have dialogs where discussion can help even when we do not all 
agree. But we Treat others with respect.  
 

Commissioner Ramos- as a particularly vocal member of the community I have asked why the Commission among 
other public entities do things numerous times. the difference I am asking them to explain themselves rather than 
assuming there is some boogeyman. Of course, I do not want to sit there and be quiet sometimes.  
 
Is there any further discussion on the ethics that have been sent to you by e-mail. Is there anything anyone like to 
say about this. I did send our new commissioner Behnke 3 emails maybe four I forwarded him a whole bunch of 
emails so that he could more easily participate, and I will connect with a couple of you later to make sure that we 
used emails correctly going forward. Is there anyone that would like to say anything on the ethics as we have 
reviewed them so far. 
 

Commissioner Benard - We are supposed to sign for these, but we will not do it tonight. We need to have a chance 
to go over them again. At the next meeting if the mayor wants us to, we will need to sign for our booklet.  
 
Question by commissioner Ramos - Did we not sign these when we were sworn in?  
Answer - Commissioner Benard - We did not. None of us have ever signed them.  
 

Mayor Heath – stated that The City is requiring that we at least acknowledge that we have received them.  
 

The Calendar Committee update:  
Commissioner Harvat –  The Calendar changes for October and November October 15th will be our Trauma 
Training from 10 am – 3:30pm  at the Weber center. That remains the same, but the November gathering 
previously for November 4th  5th needs to be changed to November 18 and 19.  because the individual that is giving 
the racial equity training is not available on the 4th and the 5th. The Training will be November 18th 5-7pm 
November 19th 10 am – 1 pm. We want to vote on that at the 7:00 o'clock meeting for those change from the 18th 
and 19th  instead of the 4th and the 5th  
 

The Town hall meeting on Human trafficking in November we are not going to have. We are now looking at a 
January date. In January we will be  talking about Human Trafficking month so we would like to do a Town Hall. We 
will get the dates that is most convenient for Sister Winter, she will let us know what date is best for her. We will 
still have our regular meet in January 2023. 
 

We are looking at Tuesdays or Thursdays for the Town Hall meeting, so we are going to be asking her to give us a 
date. Do you have anything else for our subcommittee. 
 
Commissioner Behnke – My question is, I do not want to speak out of turn or violate the ethics ordinance before I 
even follow it but are we not going to repeat this exact same stuff at our 7:00 o'clock meeting.  
 

Commissioner Benard – Yes, part of this will be voted on in our 7:00 o'clock meeting so that we can change the 
date.  
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Commissioner Behnke - And this was communicated electronically, and you could have read this ahead of time and 
made better use of our hours.  
 

Commissioner Benard - This was sent to everyone except your correct e-mail so, everyone has it.  
 

Commissioner Behnke – yes, so being the new commissioner here and sitting in the audience for several months 
now I see the same things coming up and I could have I've listened to these I've heard these for four months now 
and I think there's some major topics that are at a crisis in our community and we're not even going to be able to 
get to those because we've spent the first 37 minutes talking on things that we've already done. 
 

Commissioner Benard - One thing that I want you to think about is this Commission tabled several items and when 
they table them for the next meeting then we must address it. Now how much time we take doing it is because we 
must get clarity and get comments during the pre-meetings. The pre meeting is really set up for us to study, to 
train, and to think things through. The 7:00 o'clock meeting which is our regular meeting we get to vote on these 
items. That’s why you're hopefully feeling as though this is redundant, but I assure you we're trying very hard to 
get to the major issues that we have for the city, and we will continue to do that but we have had to wait on others 
in order to finalize some of this.  Please bear with us a little bit, we will get to it I  promise you we will be dealing 
with whatever issues we can.  If you have something that you like to have been on the calendar or on the agenda, 
please let me know at least 10 days ahead of time. I must submit it to the city before our meeting.  
 

Commissioner Behnke - I was not even aware I was a member of this Commission until last night at 10:00 pm.  
 

Commissioner Benard - I am sorry, we will have to apologize to you, and I will personally take that as my 
responsibility to have contacted you in some form. If you would accept My apology for not getting to you I will 
make sure in the future that I will do that.  I try to make sure everyone has the same information that I have and  
I try not to just do it electronically I will call you as well if that is something you would not mind me doing, or I'll 
text you and tell you to give me a call when it's convenient for you. We will get off on a better foot next time if you 
would allow us to.  
 

Commissioner Behnke - Thank you. 
 

Mayor Heath expressed that I apologize as well.  
 

Commissioner Ramos – Thank you all for your input. Are we ready to move on? I will go on to the committee 
update on the bylaws. Commissioner Patton and I worked on that because it is election season and things are out 
after getting going, we have not had a whole lot of time to put time into that we have spoken about it I think just 
once within that month. We were also waiting to hear some opinions from other commissioners and now that we 
have Behnke I will make sure that he gets the information that I sent you and had presented at a meeting so that 
he can also have time to input as well and hopefully we will begin addressing that some more. Either the next 
meeting or the November meeting.  
 

Commissioner Behnke - I have two comments related to that, number one there is no definition for public 
comment contained within the bylaws so currently we say it's five minutes and that there's only one way 
communication that's not spelled out in our bylaws secondly excused absences while it gives a list of the fact that 
there needs to be excused absences both in the city charter and in our bylaws there's not a definition of how to 
create an excused absence, that's all I have that’s all I have.   
 

Commissioner Ramos - Thank you very much. If you could please send that to me in an e-mail as well, I would 
greatly appreciate it. 
 
Commissioner Benard - I would like to address both items that you spoke about and if you would repeat the first 
for me again. 
 

Commissioner Behnke - public comment of a 5-minute time limit. 
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Commissioner Benard -  Actually what this body did vote to extend five minutes for public comments it was not 
part of our by Laws, so when we voted it becomes part of the record so in the bylaws update that would be 
included at that time. The bylaws committee will be addressing that and all the things that we've actually voted on 
in our other meetings. The second item was the same situation we voted as a group to include that item. and so 
the same thing would be true. The changes that the subcommittee wants to make did not include the things that 
we have already changed by our vote. 
 

Commissioner Behnke - I also would also recommend that the chair of the subcommittee reach out to the city 
administrator to have the city attorney review the legalities of all these as well, and the alignment with the city 
charter.  
 

Commissioner Benard -  That is from the chair instead of the subcommittee. The subcommittee brings  
it to the Commission and after we talk about it and go through it, and present something to the city.  
The chair is the person that would take it to the city administrator. They always review everything that we do and 
then they give us the ok, whether it is approved or not. We just do a proposal. That is what it says proposed bylaws 
and when they finalize it and give us approval then it goes into effect. 
 

Commissioner Ramos – I would also like to invite you that since we do still have an opening on the bylaws 
committee, if you are interested, we will be happy to have you.  
 

Commissioner Behnke - sign me up we will get this done I have listened to it enough as well.  
 

Commissioner Ramos - I am excited. All right. Any further comments on .  bylaws committee? 
 

The bylaws committee will be meeting at some point. I will of course make sure to let both of you know.  
 

Election of Officers: We still have the positions of Treasurer and Secretary Pro Tem vacant and if anyone is 
interested that can be dealt with in the next meeting. If you have some interest this would be a good time to voice, 
it so that the rest of the commissioners aware.  
 

Commissioner Benard - We have 15 minutes left for our meeting.  
 

Commissioner Ramos - We'll talk briefly on what our next possible pre meeting speaker might be or if we need to 
push that on further.  
 

Commissioner Behnke - I would suggest that we talk about topics facing the city instead of the meeting speaker.  
 

Commissioner Benard -  we can submit this to the subcommittee, and they can come back with specific persons 
that  we'd like to have, or we can just take the rest of the year to do our study time. This is our time to do the study 
sessions and training to get information that we need to vote on in the regular meeting. 
 

Commissioner Ramos – I would also like for us to go ahead since we only have two more meetings to get our 
commission in order and go about getting some speakers come next year. Any other comments on this?  
Mayor Heath - I completely agree with that and I just feel like there is not much time left in this year and there are 
some pressing issues, and this is something that is better maybe when there are no other issues. it is better if there 
could be an issue. So, we may put off having a speaker for now. We are the human relations Commission, so we 
need to focus on that. I feel like our pre-meeting speaker is something to have if we do not have things that are 
more pressing at the time.  
 

Commissioner Ramos - Thank you all very much for your input and we will be making a vote on this in our next 
meeting it is only 10 minutes away. Are there any other topics that we have not gotten to that we should be 
dealing with from the Commission.  
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Commissioner Behnke - not sure if it's under old business or new business or reintroduce business but at the last 
meeting there were two resolutions that were introduced by then commissioner Cavazos- Franck, those I don't see 
them on the agenda at all under old business or new business and if they need to be reintroduced, I'd be happy to 
sponsor those and reintroduce them. 
Commissioner Benard have you received copies of them?  
Commissioner Behnke - yes, I have received copies of them.  
Commissioner Benard -  If everyone has them, I think we can move forward. Commissioner Franck did give us the 
updated copy and we can put it on the docket for our next pre meeting.  
 

Commissioner Behnke – I heard it was supposed to be this pre meeting. Last month it was tabled, and the tabled 
resolution is to be acted upon at the next meeting, this is the next meeting.  
 

Commissioner Benard - The resolutions were presented but were not presented at the last meeting it was table 
she gave them out to us, but we did not have a discussion on them. We can put them on the regular meeting if you 
want to add it to the 7:00 o'clock meeting.  
  
Commissioner Behnke -  I would have appreciated a premeeting discussion so that we could have a discussion.  
 

Commissioner Benard - We have 9 minutes if we would like to do that then they have to be read. 
  
Commissioner Behnke - I have fully read them as a new commissioner with these in my hands less than 24 hours I 
am ready to talk about these in my full capacity if anyone has any questions about these for me, I would be happy 
to entertain them.  
 

Commissioner Benard - Gave an outline on the discussion for the resolutions - To do a resolution we have to read 
the resolution in the group then we will have a discussion on each part. Then we will go to resolution II.  It is two 
resolutions so that everybody is  up on the resolutions, we will hear them now.  
Commissioners have you all read them? Please read them and we can then talk about them.  
 

Commissioner Behnke -  everyone has read them.  
 

Commissioner Bernard - let us read them, talk about them, and go forward.  
We have 9 minutes left in this meeting. We will have our secretary to read the first resolution or can we have one 
of our commissioners read it. 
 

Commissioner Ramos – Can we allow Behnke to read, or I can? 
 

Commissioner Benard-yes, he can read resolution I.  
Reading Resolution II.  
Resolution of support for the city of Adrian to fly ceremonial flags for Black history month mental health 
awareness month and LGBTQ A1+ pride month Juneteenth Hispanic awareness month and Native American 
heritage month 
Discussion on Resolution I:  
Commissioner Behnke - I have a couple small comments so just to clarify for all the ones that are mentioned where 
there are indeed flags for them like because I know some of them have actual what's the term not organizational 
but like flags that have been chosen and LGBTQIA plus and some are just aren't as specific, so do we know for sure 
on these I think this resolution moves this forward to the Commission and to the city administration from that in 
the instances where there would not be a flag such as Hispanic awareness month there are multiple ways that you 
could approach that we understand that the past practice was a violation of the flag code you drive past Adrian 
high school they have their three main flags and then they've lined their entrance to the high school with every 
flag of Hispanic heritage we could also go to the schools some of this could get combat kicked back to the 
committee go to the schools work with our arts community and design our own local Hispanic heritage month flag 
I am unfamiliar with Juneteenth if there's an official flag for that and then the same thing with mental health 
awareness month I do know that the previous miss river Raisin did provide; Flags throughout the community as 
well if that's something that was continued to be embraced. 
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Commissioner Ramos thank you for that clarification.  
 
Commissioner Benard – Taking the bottom sentence out this would include Black History Month you don't need all 
of that in order to say what you want to say and we can move it forward in that way because some of them do not 
have flags and we were talking about flags being flown in this resolution so the resolution doesn't have to stop it 
just needs to be clarified just take that last sentence this would include Black History Month February all of that 
can come out now since we were we're not the authors of this the committee will have to make a decision 
because she's no longer on this Commission and we would have to change that oh since we did not submit it. and 
we do that that would go forward in the next the next meeting when this would be voted out yes it can. hey so the 
resolution would take out well so the last sentence my resolution will include the full resolution, 
 

Commissioner Behnke - if you wish to amend what is there, I welcome you to use the process to amend.  
 

Commissioner Benard - I will, and the amendment is because these groups do not all have flags if we want to talk 
about us possibly having it in the future, we could have a flag in the future, for some of these but instead of 
identifying these particular ones it would be better. I did talk to the commissioner when she presented this to let 
her know that was my thought before so if we could do that in the next meeting, it is best to have it said. 
  
Mayor Heath - I do see flags coming for some of those there may not be a flag like Juneteenth and so I do see that 
coming and so it needs to be stated that way but just worded so that it is not since they do not have a say .  
 

Commissioner Benard - it does say for diverse groups and populations so that does cover that as far as I can see so 
we can do the amendment at the next meeting. Our time is almost up for this meeting we have one minute left, 
and we still must finish the agenda with public comment even if we do not have Commissioner comments. If you 
would allow us to, we can take this discussion into the next meeting as part of our regular agenda and that would 
give you the opportunity to do the second Resolution.  
 
Commissioner Boone - I have a question. I guess I would like to see some definition for the word important so 
recognizing important what classifies as important so if we take out the last sentence and that is exactly some 
discrepancy with that word.  
 
Commissioner Benard - I agree, all right can we agree we have to stop this meeting to go forward to the next 
meeting we can move this part of the agenda up on the agenda into discussion, but we must finish this meeting 
and go to the next.  
 

Commission Ramos -   from my understanding though it is not ideal it must have public comments before we end. 
if we need to have an extra 5 minutes so that he can have a proper understanding I think that is allowable as I 
believe you want to bring two resolutions to our attention, and it would not be fair for us to only leave it halfway 
done and we have been going there. So, I think that we should give him a chance to speak. And we do that at 
regular city Commission meetings when things run over from the pre meeting and in order to allow this.  
 

Mayor Heath - I mean it is not the ideal situation, but people are typically already on or if they come on, they are 
going to hear our pre meeting if they were coming on at 7 it is OK because we do it a lot too OK well  
Commissioner Benard - We are going to have discussion about both resolutions in the next meeting, you can still 
present in the next meeting, and I am going to move the agenda so that it can be done first. You do not have to 
hold the meeting to have it done.  
 

Commissioner Behnke - I thought the purpose of a pre meeting was to have discussion.  
 

Commissioner Benard -  You're not going to have discussion if you read the next Resolution, we will not be able to 
finish discussion. 
 

Commissioner Ramos -  it took us less than 10 minutes to discuss the previous one the longer we take our viewing 
it the longer it takes. WE gave him 8 minutes now we could be done with them quickly, as we were with the first 
one it would not be full discussion but would at least start and have some understanding.  
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Commissioner Benard - I call for order I would go back to the meeting agenda. I called for order so that means that 
the discussion stops. I know we said 5 minutes it is 2 minutes after the hour you can go into the regular meeting 
and have discussion as well. We do not have a time limit at our meeting starting at 7 and we are beyond that now 
we still must finish the agenda with public comment, and you can hold back your comments and announcements 
and adjourn the meeting.  
Commissioner Behnke - (Disruption occurred) 

 
Commissioner Behnke - I think I heard commissioner Ramos indicating that he was about to make a motion to 
extend this meeting so we could have a discussion.  
 

Commissioner Ramos yes, and I am saying that to runs over this is allowable if needed.  
 

Commissioner Ramos – Yes, I need a motion to extend the pre meeting for another 10 minutes.  
Support by Commissioner Behnke.  
 

Commissioner Benard You cannot have a motion and have a vote during the premeeting, so again I would say let 
us put the meeting in order and let us move forward into the next meeting. We have as much time as you need, 
we do not have a limit of how long we can have our 7:00 o'clock meeting and we can have discussion and we can 
have a vote at that time. The pre meeting is not the only place we can have discussion. So, I am going to ask our 
Vice Chair if he would move the meeting forward. You can get consent. Do the public comments and then you can 
close out without commissioner comments. 
 

Commissioner Ramos - wow you already know my opinion on this, but we will go ahead and continue forward if I 
am not going to hear anything else at this moment. And again, we can have an extended pre meeting but we will 
move forward so we will hear public comments. First, we will hear from those in person and then we will move on 
to zoom this is the time for the public to speak please state your name and address and you have 5 minutes.  
 

Ashley Cavazos-Franck. I just had a question on the ethics that we talked about have my mask and Is there an 
ethics code value and values code violations are those reported like is that something that there's a form is it 
reported to a specific Commission or is it the city polices itself is it something that citizens if they witness or 
experience unethical contacts with the city employee or commissioner of some kind like where would that be 
reported. Comments we do not respond to your question and I just basically like is there a system is there a form 
online available is it you go to a specific person what if it is that person is there the chain of command something 
like that.  
 

Commissioner Ramos - Thank you, any further public comments, in person first any public comments on zoom.  
All right hearing none I would take us to commissioner comments, are there any comments we spoken before we 
moved on. 
 

Mayor Heath- I will address that in the next meeting. There is  a committee there is an Ethics committee.  
 

Commissioner Ramos - Any further commissioner comments, any announcements sounds like we are done those 
next meeting so we will now hear a motion to adjourn. 
  
motion to adjourn Commissioner Boone, second by Commissioner Benard. all right I believe this is a temple so all 
in favor aye sorry opposed all right we can adjourn at 7:08 PM and I believe that we will begin our next meeting at 
7:13 PM.  
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Good evening, everyone the human relations Commission meeting session is open to the public who is invited to 
attend at this time Pledge of Allegiance and a moment of silent at this time 
Roll Call 
Commissioners Present:  
[X] Mayor Angela Sword-Heath    [X] Commissioner De Angelo Boone  
[X] Commissioner Andre’a Benard     [X] Commissioner Pat Harvat 
[X] Commissioner Joaquin Ramos     [X] Commissioner Robert Behnke 
[X] Commissioner Lindsay Patton  
Commissioners’ absence excused:  All Present 
 

Minutes 
Approval of the regular meeting minutes:  I would like to entertain a motion: to approve the minutes 
Commissioner Ramos I will motion to approve the minutes with necessary corrections. Second by: Mayor 
Heath.                                                                                                                                               Roll call vote Unanimous  
Additions to the regular agenda:   
Add to the Agenda: FOIA, freedom Information Act requests.  
Motion by: Commissioner Behnke Add FOIA requests to the Regular agenda. Second by: Commissioner Ramos 
 

Motion approved the Regular Agenda: Motion by commissioner Ramos to approve the regular agenda as edited. 
Second by Mayor Heath                    Roll Call Vote Unanimous                                                                                                                                                       
Treasurer report - Commissioner Boone, there has not been any changes to the treasurer's report.  
 

Old business discussion: 
The issues and updates will change the regular schedule and move the agenda to the discussion we were having in 
the pre meeting about the resolutions. We will also present a second resolution to have our discussion at this time.  
 

Reading the II Resolution  
Resolution of support for the city of Adrian to prohibit imagery associated with hate groups recognized by the 
southern poverty Law Center and federal government on city property and at official city events. 
Commissioner Benard - We have had the reading of both resolutions,  now we will have the discussion.  
 

Open for discussion of these Two Resolutions:   
Commissioner Ramos - I am happy to see in the resolution that we do have a solid definition so that we can work 
on that much easier.  
Commissioner Behnke – In my discussion associated with this again is for the rest of the commissioners here is that 
the resolution that was written by our previous commissioner basically says that we support kind of kicking this up 
the up the street so that this then becomes a discussion point for the city administration and for the Commission 
to move forward. so I would see this as a pre meeting topic for them or at least you know some work for the city 
administrator to see what other cities have chosen to ban hate symbols from both the southern poverty Law 
Center and from that so while we would move forward with the potential approval today as a resolution I'm not 
sure familiar with the group's passage of resolutions and passed but then this would kick it up for the Commission 
to do the work it would potentially come back to us to say you know are there other things to consider kind of like 
with the flags you know how do we do we create a Juneteenth flag or Hispanic heritage month flag or do we find 
one.  so, I think there's this is like here is our intent to say these are important things from the Human Relations 
Commission and we want the city administration and city Commission to understand our perspective obviously 
they get to make the sausage too and make changes.  
 

Other comments questions concern 
Commissioner Harvat - I would support what commissioner Behnke said. Aside from the details of its which might 
need to be polished a bit and it's important that the message is sent to the city of what our stance is as a 
Commission and this sense of strong message so I really do support both of those resolutions again they might 
need to be polished but it does make a statement it stands also for who we are as a Commission and that's 
important for the city to know.  
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Commissioner Benard - Anyone else making comments before I speak. 
Commissioner Harvat – I was talking about both of resolutions he read the second resolution we read the first one 
in the pre meeting.  Now our discussion would be about both Resolutions and what I would like us to do is to take 
time to redo both resolutions in terms of wording and I would like to get with the initiator of the resolutions in 
order to do clarification and get the information and shorten it because it actually says a lot and it's important for 
us to move it forward but it also is very important that we say it in a way that they can address it a little bit 
different we don't need two pages for the first one because it actually says a lot and I really do appreciate her 
input and also the resolutions. I do think that we need to have someone else to also look at it with her and try to 
get it in the wording that we can present to the city Commission.   
 

Mayor Heath - I would like to just suggest on the first resolution that it does have the Hispanic Heritage throughout 
because that’s what that one was called.  I just want to clarify that but yes it anything that wording wise just to go 
along with chair Benard is saying that we can make it I don't know how to say this more that's really easy to 
understand or open for discussion and thought when it gets to the city Commission level and I would really would 
like to see at that point that we have you know obviously the whole HRC or at least a few you know planning it 
when it would come to that pre meeting but just to just to you know make sure that the wording is such as just like 
commissioner Behnke said whether it is that we create as many heritage flag so that it can be flown you know 
outback with the other flags whether, we created Juneteenth or you know give those options because I think right 
now there's been a very set we can't do that and then I've suggested I know some people suggested and things 
have been like no not doing it.  So I think we need that open mind to address it and so I think if we come in with 
something where it's like hey here's some you know leaving it a little bit more open so that there can be that 
discussion and in a very good discussion about it and what those options can look like and whether it be you know 
creating that you know those flags so that all the flags could be back,  you know with those three or whether it is 
putting the flags in a different area I've suggested three,  I'm still trying but you know maybe it is something just to 
point out just like commissioner Behnke said like what Adrian high school did and they're like this month they were 
displaying it in a banner style and they had all of the countries you know they're in that inner style in a different 
area not necessarily flying next to that American flag just thinking outside the box.  like presenting it that way that 
there is a lot of options and presenting that resolution such so that there's that open-mindedness so that solutions 
can be found. sorry for being wordy but I did not know how to comment. 
 
 Commissioner Benard - I just like to say I appreciate so much that our resolutions that former commissioner 
Franck gave to us because it does address the issues that we would like the city Commission to deal with.  I still 
believe that we should get with her and actually put it in book format that would be easiest for them to not only 
read but accept the way we send it to them. So what I would like us to do is to think about that or we can go on 
and move it exactly like it is except for I'd like to make an amendment to the first resolution to exclude the last 
paragraph which is says now therefore be it resolved by the human relations Commission of the city of Adrian on 
this 27th day of September 2022 that this Commission officially requests the city Commission and city 
administrator restore the public flying of flags to recognize instead of important take out the word important 
recognize cultural and diverse groups and populations, and ended their taking out this would include and so we 
don't forget that we have other groups that we may not have included in this particular resolution I've discussed it 
with the author as well and I would like to finalize it with her along with our commissioners that are willing to work 
with her to get it back into the wording that it should be  
 

Commissioner Behnke - commissioner Benard you're making an amendment to a topic that hasn't been introduced 
I'm saying I would like to make a recommendation to amend it this is what I was reading to let you know what part 
of it that I would like to amend I haven't formally amended it I would say that you're making two amendments one 
is you're striking the word important and the other that you're striking this would include Black History Month and 
the list I would suggest that you break those out so that the Commission can vote on those independently as some 
may wish to remove important while others may wish to include that list which is not inclusive which says would 
include other groups also could be added to them as the Mayor suggested that the last meeting alignment with the 
full. We don't need an amendment if we talk with the author and have a couple of our commissioners to work with 
her to reword both resolutions  
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Commissioner Behnke - I am comfortable at this point to make a motion so to adopt the adopt the resolution and 
we shall go through the sausage making process to see if it will go back to the former author or whether it would 
go forward as written with potential amendments to. I trust that the city Commission is intelligent enough to read 
the depth of this and understand this and if they seek our council as will be available to them as well as with the 
former commissioner Cavazos-Frank that we would make ourselves available to them. 
 

Mayor Heath - I would highly suggest that that everyone is at or at least the vast majority are at that meeting just 
to present this is something where if you know there there's something coming forward from the HRC this would 
be just like if there was something coming forward from the DDA the DDA chair and members of the DDA come 
and present to add the pre meeting to the city Commission it's the same thing it would be the same way I really I 
feel excuse me I feel like instead of just giving them the document like really explaining and I and it really having 
that discussion since cremating is that time to have those deep discussions because otherwise in a regular meeting 
they can't happen with it comes to the city Commission so that's why and I know the DDA has brought several 
things before and several of them have come and so that those discussions can happen and there can be clarity. 
 

Commissioner Benard - is there any more discussion on these two resolutions. 
Commissioner Boone -just a suggestion on the language for the first resolution instead of striking the last sentence 
adding the wording of this would include but not be limited to.  
 

Commissioner Benard - can we also say that if there is other discussion that you discuss it with the group and let us 
decide we're going to move it forward if there's no other discussion oh I personally like to present people 
something that is in the right format I'm asking our group to take a look at that we have a very lengthy resolution 
both of which can be shortened and more direct that is our desire to do to present something that yes we're all 
intelligent but we still have to present something that looks like what it should be coming from us.  My character is 
not in place my intellect is not in place whether I agree or disagree with resolutions but what I would like us to do 
if you want to move forward we can we can vote on it at this point with a resolution but giving the motion to move 
it forward so I will accept a motion at this time if that's what we want to do or I will accept a motion to get clarity 
and get more information and resolve the two resolutions by wording it or correcting whatever needs to be 
corrected so I'm open for the resolution motions.  
 

Commissioner Behnke - I move that the resolution to support for the city of Adrian to fly ceremonial flags for Black 
History Month mental health awareness month LGBTQ AI + pride month Juneteenth and had Hispanic awareness 
month move forward as presented with two adjustments one that in the last paragraph the word important is 
struck and in the last sentence it would be amended to say this would include and add the addition but not limited 
to as part of the resolution to move that forward as written.  
 

Mayor Heath- would you be open to also amending it to say has been carried comment instead of awareness thank 
you with the noted adjustments I was seconded ocean set and 2nd Are you ready for the question and the vote.                                                                                                         
Roll call vote. 6 - 1  
Commissioner Benard - Second resolution open for a motion on the resolution.  
 

Commissioner Ramos- I motion to approve the second resolution. Commissioner Boone - I second the motion.   
                                                                                                                                                             Roll call vote - Unanimous 
Commissioner Benard - The resolutions have been taken care of and what we will do we will put it in the 
typewritten form that it is to present to the city, and I will finalize that to include the corrections that you made. 
Please restate the changes again. 
 

Commissioner Behnke - We eliminated the word important, we included in the last sentence this would include 
but not limited to, so we added but not limited to that mayor you had great comment it's Hispanic heritage Month 
instead of awareness.   So, the flags are putting the month used word monk are we striking the word month it's 
Hispanic heritage month that's what it's called it's at the very beginning too if you look at the very beginning of 
resolution it's in a couple places yeah and how  
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Mayor Heath - I guess one of my questions then chair Bernard after that is will you be sending that to the city 
illustrator or you know it doesn't matter how you want to do it I'm just asking because the city administrator and 
myself set the agendas it doesn't mean that I get to really have a say when things are going to be on because a lot 
of times there's a very long list and Michele’s office of what's on premeeting of recent there hasn't been as long as 
the list but sometimes it can be the next meeting just dependent upon what needs to be discussed in a pre-
meeting. I guess I would suggest that those corrections you know and then they're send me right away to the you 
know an investing to the city administrator that you want time at the meeting to discuss that in the very near 
future. That would be my suggestion to make sure that happens and send that in isn't that something that the city 
administrator will send out to the commissioners prior to that meeting.  
 

Commissioner Benard – Our next item is the election of treasurer or secretary Pro Tem. 
Election of Treasurer and Secretary Pro Tem 
Do we have someone that is willing to take these positions? Commissioner Boone you held the position of 
Treasurer would you consent to continue. Yes, is there anyone else that would like to take the position of the 
treasurer before we vote on his confirmation. hearing no others, I would like A roll call vote to consent to the 
treasurer's position for Commissioner Boone.                                                               Roll call vote. Unanimous  
 

Secretary Pro Tem is the one that assist the secretary in her duties when she's not available. also helping to do the 
roll call votes we are asking someone to help assist our secretary by being the secretary Pro Tem when she is 
absent or unavailable. We will table the secretary Pro Tem position until the next meeting. I need consent.  
 

Mayor Heath Motion: I table the secretary pro tem election until next month. Commissioner Ramos seconded the 
motion.                                                    Roll call Vote Unanimous 
                                                                                                                                                       

Commissioner Benard  - Our next agenda item is the bylaws review. We had some discussion about it in the pre 
meeting.  At this time, our subcommittee is wants to have more information and put information on the bylaws so 
that you can give us a presentation at the next meeting or do you want a couple of months.  
 

Commissioner Ramos -  We will need at least until next month to have something finalized we might take longer 
depending on how energetic we are, but we are going to continue to work on that most of the updates were given 
in the previous meeting though I would like to make a motion to add a Commissioner Behnke to the bylaws 
committee.  Mayor Heath - I second that  
Commissioner Ramos - do you accept.  Commissioner Behnke yes  
Commissioner Bernard- roll call vote please.                                                                                Roll Call Vote Unanimous  
 

The training we have talked about is the training for Diversity Equity and Inclusion and also the Trauma training is 
set for October 15th, if you have any problems or you know any in the city that would like to be a part of this please 
keep me posted.  I did send notices to the city administrator to let him know exactly what we will be doing and 
he's going to invite the department heads as far as the diversity equity and inclusion we need to vote on the 
change of date from November the 4th and 5th to November the 18th and 19th so I need a motion at this time I 
would entertain a motion for the change. 
 Commissioner Ramos- I will make the motion change the of dates from the 4th and 5th to the 18th and 19th.  
Commissioner Behnke – Support.                                                                                                  Roll call vote  Unanimous 
 

Commissioner Benard - Planning the next pre meeting and regular meeting for speakers I want to have us vote on 
not having any speakers for the rest of this year and we wait until the first part of next year.  I am open for vote for 
no pre meetings speakers. 
Commissioner Ramos - I motion to not have pre meeting speakers until next year. Mayor Heath Seconded. 
                                       Roll call vote Unanimous 
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Commissioner Benard - we talked about the Trauma training and the date and time is 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM  
put that on your notation so we do not have to have any more discussion. Please make sure that you let me know 
if you are unable to attend because we must pay for each person.  
 

 
In our Premeeting we were talking about Human Trafficking.  In our discussion we plan to try to work towards 
having it in January 2023 we voted to have it in November.  I need a motion to change to January 2023 and we will 
consult the sister that is doing that about what dates would be most available. I will get back to you on the exact 
date, but we need to change it to January 2023.  
Commissioner Behnke - so move - Commissioner Ramos - second the motion.                     Roll call vote Unanimous 
 
 
Commissioner Benard - Other old business that I haven't included it we have time for. 
hearing none we'd like to go to our new business our new member we'd like to welcome commissioner Robert 
Behnke to be on our city Commission HRC we really appreciate you taking the time to come and be with us and 
help us get a lot more accomplished your reputation proceeds you when we say thank you to you for being a part 
of us.  
Commissioner Behnke - great thank you just a few comments to the rest of the Commission because as I've sat out 
in the audience the last four months you may have not wanted me sitting on the backside of this year what I will 
say is that you know my time as a the essentially the CEO of the second largest employer within the city of Adrian 
worked extensively with Commissioner Boone and various roles and Diversity Equity Inclusion is near and dear to 
my heart and as there's been a number of issues that surfaced around the state related to the states inability to 
distribute monkeypox virus vaccines to gay men then to suicides here in the city of Adrian by young gay men that 
has encouraged me to step up and speak out on behalf of the community that is often silenced and I appreciate 
the opportunity to serve.   
Commissioner Benard - anyone else have a comment for our new commissioner. 
 
Commissioner Ramos - Happy to have you here. thank you I look forward to working with you and I'm glad that 
I already got you to work on something with me we'll be talking about more soon great first day and looking 
forward to it others alright we appreciate you welcome to team. thank you for taking this role.  
Commissioner Behnke  - We have the FOIA discussion as a topic here that really the concern that I have with FOIA 
that I want to make sure that the rest of my commissioners are fully aware of is the fact that just a few areas I 
think AA training related to FOIA would be very important in that all of the commissioners outside of the mayor 
used their personal e-mail addresses and all of the emails that you send and receive to any commissioner or send 
or receive from any member of the public whether that's through your personal e-mail whether that's Facebook 
Messenger whether that's text those are all subject to FOIA so as the president of the district library one of the 
things that was very important to me and to our commissioners on the library board was that we had city library e-
mail addresses so that when individuals emailed us and we communicated to each other if there was a FOIA 
request then that foyer request took place from the library administrator and we complied and fulfilled our 
obligations that way and protected all of the commissioners from needless legal issues as a result of how we are 
currently set up right now and the fact that commissioner Ramos forwarded me those emails now my personal e-
mail subject to FOIA and I would choose not to open that open that door texts between you and a commissioner  
if they're related to HRC are subject to FOIA as well and in a so much that our school district lawyer had made 
mention that when there is a foyer case that involved him they actually secured the cell phones and computers 
with the court to make sure that the individual is complying to that I don't think you or me want to go through that 
and I think that the Commission needs to think about that as an opportunity not only for this group but all the 
other groups as well because when you submit a foyer request that says I want all communication sent from  
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Commissioner Behnke to commissioner Ramos the city needs to reply well if they don't have our personal emails if 
then we need to do all that work and submit it for that where if we were using city emails they could go in and 
they could pull all that stuff and trust me that I've had that done as the Superintendent I had someone that 
requested which was the equivalent of 32,000 pages of emails which they did not because they had to pay for 
them ended up not doing that but there was that request and i think again my knowledge in that area this is one 
thing that i want to do to at least help protect you and maybe the mayor can take that back and talk with the city 
administrator about that when we work actually heard something to that back before so I'm really happy to hear 
you bring it up to everyone's attention and I think it'd be a great idea mirror 
 
All right anyone else have any comments about FOIA information thank you so much for the information and we 
can move forward on that by requesting more information from the lawyer we can have him come maybe to well  
 
Mayor Heath - I will try to find out if we can have the emails I feel like the Planning Commission asked and I had 
them set up just extra personal emails but I don't know I will find out on that because that has concerned me as 
well that is one reason why I won't respond to something that comes to my personal if it does because that does 
happened to even to me and I will not respond at all to that for that reason if it's about city business if it's not 
about city business then I will but if it's my city e-mail that is the reason why I will respond to my city e-mail 
because I've before had several times since being mayor and I don't have to do anything because they can 
everything up through the computer system I have to do nothing which is very helpful you only thing I do have to 
do is I do have to submit any communication between me and whoever is named in the FOIA and I mean I've had 
to do that and even though it is personal it wouldn't even be anything city related I you know I've submitted that 
and then they immediately just started out because it wasn't anything city related but that is something to be very 
very careful about and yes I will bring that up trying to find out I have a meeting with the city administrator 
tomorrow anyways so I will bring that up and see if that's a possibility or at least some other way because that has 
always concerned me as well and just as a reminder to go along with that I know the city the former city attorney 
she had a meeting with us when we first when a lot of you joined and and we had some refreshers just weeks to 
not hit reply all there's a lot of things to be careful of but reply all is one of them so just just to reiterate that as 
well because I've seen that happen a few times we can't forum and like forum discussions going on so if you just 
gotta remember that that you can't have that many people the same thing happens when it is the city Commission 
members and myself we were at a county meeting and I walked in and there were already three of them there we 
all said about as far away as you can get from each other and never talk to each other because that way there was 
no there was no perception that anything went on has nothing did go on you know we we literally made sure 
everybody was well aware that we were not we're gonna run into each other at first Friday altogether or at a 
different event just do not talk about city business if there are if there are more than four of you standing there do 
not talk about city business we can talk about the weather but honestly just to avoid that perception in general 
and just to avoid problems in your life try to not even be around aquarium in general like that would be avoid it to 
no end for that reason even at the city Commission level and I know a lot of the other ones do as well so you know 
when we have like the the trainings that's different those are going to be city event I mean like events put on by 
HRC that's a little different it could be a forum there but just keep those things in mind as well but I will try to find 
out about that because I will tell you it's great when I don't have to go back and check any emails because the city 
can just go and check them off and I don't have to worry about it so you know that that's been a saving thing for 
me for sure but just you know don't group text in form it's the same thing it's going to be the same problem and 
you know so just anything it doesn't matter just like commissioner Becky said it can be our facebook messenger it 
can be anything like that just be very be overcautious just be you know you have to be very careful in today's time 
and especially just because of the envisioning both. 
But that's one thing that I'd like you all to be aware of so that you're protecting yourself from the appearance that 
you're texting or communicating with other people during an open meetings and making sure that we're not in 
was a participant that I was not in the front was  
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Public comments: 
Commissioner Benard - We have public comments, and the comments are five-minute limit we will open the floor 
to the individuals on zoom you have something you would like to say eat your name and address. 
hearing no comments on zoom we open it to you are open to make comments currently remember your limit is 5 
minutes name and address. 
 

Commissioner Gauss- I get Calls and emails and text messages from all kinds of citizens most recently I got a a 
request or information about a concern that the minutes from last month's meeting were not posted on timely 
basis as of 10 days ago those minutes had not been posted on the city website and you know when we have a city 
Commission meeting it's a legal requirement for the city clerk to have those published by the following Monday so 
she's got a couple of days to get that done to submit it to the airport to the the lead times that the telegram has 
and they have to be published I don't think it's unrealistic to expect that the commission's minutes be submitted 
within 10 days after your meeting but I'd like to see that more quickly so that I'm not getting the calls from people 
asking where the hell is the minutes so that's the first thing the second thing I want to talk about is while I 
commend the Commission you're the HRC for all the work they do considering events like the trauma the DEI 
events and I think those are great what I would really like to see you do is pay attention to what the city 
Commission is doing because I rely and look to the HRC to be an advisory group to the city Commission to call our 
attention to issues that we may not be considering right now on our table we have we're presented last week with 
the free fee schedule for parades and St closures and all of those kinds of things and whether intended or 
unintended I feel that some of those could be included to be discriminatory. 
I think that asking certain groups that don't have 1000 people excluding them from having ability to close off a 
block downtown like Juneteenth like the pride events like the Cinco de Mayo celebration I just don't think it's right 
and I can't support any of those items coming for before the city Commission I want to see the to this community 
and I feel very strongly as I know member members of this Commission feel I think that we have to be inclusive not 
exclusive and so I I would really look to this Commission to pay attention to the things that are coming on our 
agenda and really thoughtfully come to us with your advice and counsel as to maybe what we don't think about 
because we don't always think about the things you know it has been called to my attention and quite frankly you 
know I I had to think about how are we being you know inclusive and my conclusion is no we're not and we talk 
about it all the time and you know it's important that we talk about it all the time but again we don't we don't 
think and consider all the different perspectives that our community has every event that has been occurring 
downtown or with the parades I think our services to the community I think the community has an expectation 
that the city will provide those services for the entire community regardless of what the association is whether it's 
a pride event whether it's Cinco de Mayo we've already driven Cinco de Mayo out of the city they've decided just 
to go out to study Sunnyside where they feel feel welcome and I feel as though everyone in the city every citizen 
every group should be welcomed and feel as though they're welcomed in the community so that's where I stand 
on these issues but I really would like to see this Commission take a stronger role in advising and counseling our 
city Commission and if I got a couple minutes left I just wanna let you know that I'm going to be urging the mayor 
and the city administrator to arrange that when I first became a city commissioner I was invited up to the Michigan 
municipal league and I got training on open meetings act I got training on FOIA I got training on government 
budgeting and that kind of stuff counting but I would like to arrange and have the mayor and city administrator 
arranged to have a representative from the ML to come down and have training both for the city Commission this 
Commission the Planning Commission Z BA all of those groups come in so we all know what the rules are we all are 
singing off the same song sheet and I think that I think that would be a really good idea that way there's no there's 
no question as to what the rules are and what they are thank you. 
 
Ashley Cavasos-Franck - actually and kind of piggyback off of that was something that I before I resigned really 
wanted to push this year and just call this to use a sports term a building year for the HIC I think this is a really 
good opportunity the the events that we organize over the past couple of years where there were fun and they 
were good but I think it now it's time to really focus on reaching the full potential of the HRC being that advisory 
body that the HRC is supposed to be one it is us and we've continually try when we I was on the HRC we tried to 
get our foot in the door we tried to get the city Commission to listen to us on things there were several times 
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where we are an e-mail weren't answered or anything like that like like several times something like think of so I 
think the onus is probably on the city Commission to come down in the city administrator to remember that there 
is a wealth of knowledge and experience that is different from the since white St majority body that is the city 
Commission and that entire City Hall building the experiences here are completely different and they are 
important when you're dealing with the city because the city is of people right like the buildings and businesses go 
there are still people living in these buildings we moved in 10 years ago when downtown was dead right and we're 
getting priced out of our neighborhood if we wanna go out to eat we get in our car and drive somewhere else 
those are the kinds of things and the conversations that I think the HRC can raise those issues and be taken more 
seriously than citizen by you would you would also I had a couple of questions oh or the resolution there was I sent 
an e-mail and I can forward it again but Hamilton ON and New York City NY are two cities that have banned hate 
group related imagery so those are two this kind of models that you can look at us on that and e-mail and I'm 
really really happy that you guys pushed the resolution through as it is I know it was worthy I know it was asking 
for the moon but when you're dealing with government and especially I'm going to say it again white sis straight 
upper middle class government you have to ask for everything because they're going to whittle it down so if you 
make it palatable to them to begin with they're going to whittle it down to a husk a token husk of what it should 
have been so I have major hope that we gave them this feast and they can pick from they want and still have 
something meaningful at the end so I'm so grateful to all of you for pushing that through and I'm really hopeful 
and encouraged by this meeting that the HRC can reach its full potential and just continue to build. 
 
Commissioner Benard - Other comments, hearing none commissioner comments.  
Mayor Heath - OK so in answer to your question it's kind of in a weird spot I will tell you how to get to it but it it's 
not the easiest thing to find but for violations enforcement and advisory opinions there's a complaint procedure 
for the ethics policy OK and complaint must be in writing and shall include the following information the name and 
address of the person who files a complaint the name of the party or parties against whom the complaint is filed a 
clear and concise statement of facts which the complaint is based upon are referenced to one or more provision 
provisions in section five of the code of ethics that has been allegedly violated any further information which might 
support the allegations and the complaint and all of those are filed with the city clerk on the second floor. So what 
you're going to do is you're going to go to home and then you're going to go to government and then you go down 
to city government then you go to Commission documents. This policy was passed by the Commission it was 
before me this is a Commission document and that's where it's at and then you will find ethics policy that's not the 
ethics code this is the policy which is how to file that complaint and it tells you right in there that you know you go 
to the city clerk.  there is an Ethics policy an ethics committee. take into consideration also something that I would 
like to throw out there to the universe of the HRC is I'm starting to find this where OK so things like art a licious are 
organized by a huge group of volunteers OK and there's people that have just taken this on and they're willing to 
Don Taylor I think gives up half his life for our delicious along with some other people literally that's all they sleep 
eat and breathe first Friday also has a lot of volunteers but that has a lot of business volunteers because they're a 
little more invested because it's they're downtown and they want people to come and they want people to be you 
know at their businesses where I see a really it's I'm just throwing this out something just to think about and digest 
for next month's meeting is maybe looking at maybe that's something that HRC does when it comes to things like 
Hispanic heritage celebration pride month celebration whatever it might be and when I'm talking about I'm not 
talking where the street closure like that needs to be like a big volunteer group. 
 
I'm talking on organizing and getting the word out and setting up like proclamations flag raisings you know 
anything along that line just something to think about Juneteenth Black History Month I mean all of those things 
because right now you know there's a group that does Black History Month but then I know there's another group 
that's kind of sad Oh well we didn't know somebody else was doing Black History Month and then you know and 
then they're Hispanic heritage month I'm going to tell you right now so people are burned out the older people 
that have always organized it said word burnout we don't have time we have other commitments now in our lives 
we can't do this and they are not getting the next generation to stuff up they've been trying OK so I really did get 
after a lot of begging and pleading to stepping up to do it this time because that person was trying to get away 
from it because of so many commitments but just could not find somebody to do that and was really trying within 
their connections and you know and I think this is starting to become a thing that we're seeing all the time. 
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 it's just getting harder and harder to get volunteers it's harder to get people to want to especially to want organize 
anything like they're I don't have time or time it's like the famous last line they don't have time so maybe you know 
maybe that's something just something to think about before the next Commission meeting but maybe that's 
something that you know be you know take on that organizing all that proclamation and you know the that like 
when the when the proclamations given and where and what time and getting the people there and all of that OK 
so just something to kind of think about because yeah because that's literally what is happening people are just 
not wanting to or just said oh I didn't have time you know and maybe it's just something where proclamations are 
done I'm going to tell you right now there's going to be a proclamation done at the city Commission meeting starts 
with the group requested for domestic violence awareness month which is coming up in October they just wanted 
it here they wanted just a proclamation they wanted a city proclamation they just wanted to do it the beginning of 
the city meeting there is a a group they came forward they asked and that's how that came about maybe it's just 
something that it's something that's done I mean honestly we get huge crowds when we do those proclamations 
at the beginning of city meetings you know so maybe that's something that we just look at for the future but if we 
had a huge crowd here when they did a confirmation for Don Taylor recognizing him for our delicious at the last 
meeting just something to think about I'm just throwing that out there to my fellow commissioners to think about 
and I also just wanted to I didn't think so so I did go researching I do believe something we talked about when it 
came to the open meetings act for about going into closed session I do believe we our ordinance does not allow 
boards to remove members.   
 
I know that it may say that in open meetings act you can go into closed session but I do believe our ordinance does 
not allow words to remove numbers but I'm going to check into that further but pretty sure about that one but I 
will check into that yeah but I will check in because I think it says all this.  I will check into that and make sure I just 
want to make sure on that one.  
Commissioner Patton - I just want to make sure that everybody knew I'm going to try to figure out a way to not 
make that quite so hit somehow, I don't know I don't know but yeah commissioner comments just as  
a reminder coming up on Saturday October 1st at 9:00 it's the second it's Sunday Alzheimer's vibrant into 
Alzheimer's walk to end Alzheimer's on Sunday October 2nd at 2:00 PM at Adrian college. and anything else mayor 
yes downtown it and it's at the four corners this year. Just remember that we have been invited to participate in 
both of those events. commissioner Patton will be attending both of them yes and if so you are willing I  want to 
invite them to be part of it. Yes, I would appreciate who would ever like to come to come on I'm participating in 
both of them so I would appreciate if people would come and support not just me but also the cause both of them 
are good so you're welcome to join me on Sunday that's you're more than welcome thank you. 
 
Any other announcements currently. 
Commissioner Behnke -for a very successful pride event again talking about volunteers this was a small group that 
was dedicated and tremendous turn out so if you can please pass that along to the rest of your committee and 
know that their work was appreciated it was great I was able to bring in individuals from Austin TX Ferndale and 
Brighton and Ottawa lake and as we were there watch the parade we saw walk by and two of those individuals 
that can I come back in two weeks and can we say foods so we spent more money at farmers and Chalmers than I 
have all year so definitely a boost to the economy as well as we talk about uh parade and St fairs I've made my 
comments known to all the city commissioners but again I do see this as an exclusionary process that puts 
marginalized communities that are just having an opportunity to celebrate off to a separate but equal location that 
is very much a concern to me also concerned with the some of the process that you used as the mayor said that 
was handed just before the meeting taking place I had the opportunity to talk to several of the organizers of major 
events some people have called me up out of the blue to talk about this there's some pretty darn good suggestions 
that they had and I guess I would say that the city administrator never reached out to any event organizers that 
were not city employees so as that goes through that process and then also you know a reminder that there is a 
city administrator evaluation I'm sure I was held to that standard as well when things were not done as my school 
board at expected so I hope that in this role of the new light that the HRC can work play this could also be one of 
the things that uh this conversations gets kicked back to the HRC so talk about the impact of the marginalized 
communities which I believe are impacted.  
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The next thing I would also kind of call the question some concern that I have with the city of Adrian job titles as 
we go through the training coming up just the importance of making sure that we are not using job titles that 
showed dominance over a people and that we address that moving forward there was recently a position that was 
approved and the title of that individual was master and I definitely believe that that's something that as we are 
well aware in the tech world master slave components now being renamed real estate master bedrooms no longer 
being used those are those are terms that need to go away and that our city administrators should not be 
proposing those names for job titles the other area that I wanted to mention was at the last meeting during my 
public comment I talked about suicide awareness unfortunately we lost a young man a young gay man 29 years old 
who was not able to deal with the issues being gay he took industrial chemicals from work and drove home in the 
parking lot of this apartments outside of Wesco and if you could think of the terrible death that this man had to 
endure because he could not come to terms with being gay he drank these industrial chemicals and then his body 
was discovered by the workers and the apartment body after the hazmat teams game was removed but yet his 
dignity was tarnished because the car that he killed himself in with the note that he wrote to steer clear because of 
the chemical spill remained or kids in the apartment complex to walk past for neighbors to walk past and i think 
that's a real telling situation that when an individual chooses to kill themselves and we as a city as city don't have 
the understanding to say this car needs to go now so that people can heal on top of the fact that this individual 
killed himself in the most ghastly way possible those are important conversations to have and that concludes my 
remarks.  
Commissioner Bernard - other comments, announcements 
Commissioner Ramos - I will remind everyone city Commission meeting is on Monday I believe the pre meeting 
starts at 5:30 so we have a couple people here that might know I am wrong and that it will be among other things 
on the agenda will actually be the Adrian neighborhood promise that has been talked about a few times was 
actually out on the paper back in February that the paper got numbered things wrong but there'll be some 
discussion of that getting the city into little and the Lenawee Community Foundation.  so I won't feel like to hear 
something information please make sure you're at that meeting there will be quite a bit of information I'm sure. 
I would also like to announce that often on the note of volunteers and small groups working really hard to make 
things happen on second Friday is on the 14th we are the course love some help of anyone has some time and we 
are working on some things for that if you are interested please contact me would love any help we can get out of 
course that is the second Friday hosted the coalition A3, again I am the chair of that so I'm the one you would want 
contact.   
Commissioner Boone - just want to announce that the Meal assistance program in the County - the City of Refuge 
Ministries will have its first full distribution first Thursday of October 6th from at 12:00 o'clock at Saint Mary's 
driveway parking lot at 327 Erie St.  
 
Commissioner Bernard - any other announcements  
The Lenawee County NAACP will be having their  freedom fund dinner October the 23rd 2023 at Adrian college at 
4:00 PM.  
 
If there are no other announcements, or comments I am open for a motion of adjournment. 
motion to adjourn by Commissioner Ramos, Second by Commissioner Boone- All in favor  
 

Next Pre meeting/Regular Meeting October 25, 2022 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


